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Who’s Afraid of Free Speech?

FEATURED NEWS

Sacred Heart Hosts Constitution Day
BY MICHAEL CAMILLERI
Staff Reporter

ALEXA BINKOWrrZE/SPECTRUM

SCMAin Dingle
Communications majors have the
opportunity to study abroad in
Dingle, Ireland

ARIANA COLASUONNO/SPECTRUM

“Comedy of Errors”
Watch as the Theater Arts Program
brings William Shakespeare to the Little
Theater

HENRY INDICTOR/SPECTRUM

THE CENTER FOR HEALTHCARE EDUCUCATION OFFICIALLY OPENED ITS
DOORS ON SEPT 22.

TWEETS OF THE WEEK
If @leegit_
‘Thers’s no beautiful sound like hearing
a car engine turn over while looking for
parking at SHU."

If @crackin6551
“Ya mcm waits in line for 2 hours to
go to senior pub night.”

If

@james_forbes3

“Professors need to bring back word
banks on tests.”

9-28

Opening night of “Comedy
of Errors”
Little Theater, 8 p.m.

9-30

Home Football Game Vs.
CCSU
Campus Field, 5 p.m.

9-30

Senior Dance Showcase
Edgerton Center, 2 p.m.

10-9

Columbus Day
No Classes in Session

FAKE NEWS Or Not?
Psychologists Develop “Fake
News Vaccine” To Stop
Spread of Misinformation

‘Tired of falling for fake news on the
Internet? Scientists say that with the
onslaught of fake news, they’ve come
up with a ‘vaccine’ that’ll ‘inoculate’
against the spread of misinformation on
websites and social media.
To halt fake news in its tracks, a team
of psychologists says every accurate
statement needs to come with a “warn
ing dose” of misinformation.
It’d work the same way that medical
vaccines do: when doctors vaccinate
against a virus, they expose the body
to a weakened version of the bug - just
enough for the body to build up resis
tance to it.”
Source: globalnews.ca

“Tweets of the Week” are taken from a pub
lic forum on Twitter. Tweets are opinions
of the individual and do not represent the
opinions of Sacred Heart University or The
Spectrum Newspaper. If you want to
see your Tweet in the newspaper, use
the hashtag #ShuSpectrum and you
may be featured!

Center For Healthcare Education
Grand Opening
BY MICHAEL BARRY
Staff Writer

Sept. 22 marked another mile
stone for Sacred Heart University
as the College for Health Profes
sions cut the ribbon and officially
opened the doors of the Center
for Healdicare Education (CHE).
•The opening of the Center for
Healthcare Education is a great
day for the faculty, staff, and stu
dents of the College of Health
Professions,” said Dr. Patricia
Walker, Dean of Health Profes
sions.
Located 1.3 miles down Park
Avenue from Sacred Heart’s
main campus, the Center for
Healthcare Education will house
the classrooms for nursing and
health profession majors.
With Big Red on hand, the rib
bon-cutting ceremony featured
prominent speakers such as uni
versity President John Petillo and
Dr. Rupendra Paliwal, the Pro
vost and Vice President for Aca
demic Affairs.
Some of the resources avail
able at the new facility for health
care students include an audiol
ogy suite, motion analysis and
human performance labs, and a
multipurpose amphitheater.
“It took teams of people with
in and outside of the university
working together over three years
to make this day a reality. We
are grateful for the opportunity
the Centef gives us to live out
our vision for highly interactive
programming, expanded use of
simulation, and a collaborative
environment for our students,”
said Walker.
At a construction cost of $65
million, the CHE is 120,000
square feet and covers 8.7 acres.
The building was designed by
SLAM, a national architectural
firm based in Glastonbury, Conn.
Construction crews broke ground
EMAIL US AT:

spectrum@sacredheart.edu

on the new Center for Health
care Education in June 2015. The
Healthcare Education facilities
were housed previously in Cam
bridge and Oakview in Trumbull,
Conn.
“Compared to our old facility,
the new health care building pro
vides Sacred Heart students with
the newest and best technology
and equipment that we definitely
take to our advantage,” said Liza
Peressini, a first year Doctor of
Physical Therapy student. “We
are all very appreciative of this
building and are excited to see
how we excel in such a beautiful
facility.”
The CHE is now home to the
institution’s College of Nursing,
which includes 1,400 under
graduate, graduate and online
students and 37 full-time faculty
members.
The college offers bachelors
and masters degree programs as
well as a post-master doctoral
degree in nursing practice. The
facility also houses the College
of Health Professions, where
students may earn bachelor’s
degrees either in Exercise Sci
ence and Health Science as well
as graduate degrees in Athletic
Training and Occupational Ther
apy.
“The new building is absolute
ly beautiful and state of the art.
It has every piece of technolo
gy you could imagine,” said Dr.
Eileen Yost, a Clinical Assistant
professor at the College of Nurs
ing.
“For the nurse practitioners,
we actually have a suite of exam
rooms. Occupational therapy has
an apartment where they bring
actual patients. This building
shows the commitment to the stu
dents of Sacred Heart and to the
community. Opening the building
for everyone to see is really excit
ing,” said Yost.

Constitution Day recognizes
the adoption of the United States
Constitution, and honors the 39
delegates at the Constitutional
Convention who signed it into or
der.
In honor and remembrance
of the event, the Department of
Government, Politics and Global
Studies hosted the Who’s Afraid
of Free Speech? event in coopera
tion with the Human Journey Colloquia Series.
Thomas J. Healy, a Professor at
the Seton Hall University School
of Law, was invited to speak about
free speech on college campuses.
Healy addressed the growing is
sue of speakers being shut down
and protested on college campus
es for holding certain opinions on
controversial topics.
“Much of the shutting down is
due to the political correcmess
now advanced by university pro
fessors, particularly in the human
ities and social sciences,” said
event organizer and chair for the
department. Dr. Gary Rose. “It
stems from professors using their
classrooms as fonuns to instruct
studCTtS 'ttla^some topics catmot,
and should not be debated.”
Instances of this have occurred
on campuses across the coimtry.
In April, 170 students blocked
access to an event at Claremont
McKenna College, where pro-po
lice speaker. Heather MacDonald,
was set to give a speech.
In February, violent protests
broke out at the University of Cal
ifornia Berekely ahead of an event
hosting conservative political
commentator Milo Yiaimopolous.

“It’s a most unfortunate devel
opment to say the least, as college
classrooms and college campus
es are where all points of view
should be heard, discussed, and
debated,” said Rose.
The main focus of Healy’s
speech was the concept of coimter-speech, which he defined as
push-back from one voicing
their opinions. He spoke on the
great difference between count
er-speech and hate speech.
“Counter speech, if conducted
in a civil maimer, will help broad
en debate and an understanding of
contentious political issues,” said
Rose. “The key, however, is civili
ty, not the sort of ‘counter speech’
that has taken place at Middlebury
College.”
Middlebury College is another
example similar to the events at
Berkeley and Claremont, where
a group of students shut down a
speech by Dr. Charles Murray be
cause many did not agree with his
conservative views. Rose does not
see an easy fix to problems such
as these.
“I do not see an immediate
solution in light of the current
hyper-partisanship we are experi
encing. Hate speech will likely be
a characteristic of our politics foiLi
many years to come. That’s real
ity. Demoralizing one another is
now inherent within our politics.
Sad, but true,” he said.
According to Rose, if there is
one thing students should take
away from the event, it is what a
privilege the right to free speech
is.
“Free speech is one of the
great virtues of our republic and
one of the magnificent gifts from
our Foimding Fathers. Students
should cherish this right,” he said.

RYAN SANUDO/SPECTRUM

THE DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT, POLITICS, AND GLOBAL STUDIES HOST
ED WHO’S AFRAID OF FREE SPEECH? EVENT.
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News
Greek Life Participates in
National Hazing
Prevention Week
BY GRAHAM O’DWYER

StaffReporter
Last week, brothers
and
sisters
of
Sacred Heart University’s Greek or
ganizations addressed the issue of haz
ing on college campuses by celebrat
ing National Hazing Prevention Week.
National Hazing Prevention Week has
been incorporated into Sacred Heart’s mis
sion since 2013. Hazing is defined as any
action which recklessly or intentionally en
dangers the health or safely of a person, for
the purpose of initiation, admission into or
affiliation with, or as a condition for con
tinued membership in an organization.
“Each year we work to get community
members involved in raising awareness about
how to prevent hazing at Sacred Heart through
tabling efforts, speakers, and workshops,”
said Laura Arena, the Director of Greek Life.
Arena is working alongside members of the
sororities and fiatemities on campus to spread
the anti-hazing message. “Each day they are
passing out buttons that say ‘SHUt down haz
ing’ and are having members sign a pledge
to prevent hazing on campus,” said Arena,
when asked how Greek Life is taking a stand.
“I think it’s unfeir for girls who join soror
ities to have to go through anything similar
to or even close to hazing. Phi Sigma Sigma
makes a point to stress how negative hazing is
and I’m grateful Sacred Heart Greek life is a
non-hazing community,” said junior and Phi
Sigma Sigma member Margaret McManus.
Forty-four U.S. states currently enforce an
ti-hazing laws, and Coimecticut is one ofthem.

“Hazing has no place in the education of
fiatemity men because it does the exact op
posite of teaching the proper values that all
brothers should uphold,” said Griffin Kil
lian, junior and Delta Tau Delta member.
Hazing can include, but is not limited to,
acts of physical abuse, forcing a person to run
personal errands for another, and forcing an
individual or use drugs or consume alcohol.
“We all sign a non-hazing policy at the be
ginning of our membership because we are
a sisterhood. We want all of our members
to feel safe and comfortable,” said junior
Lauren Petrozzi, a member of Chi Omega.
Since 1970, there has been at least one
hazing-related death per year on college
campuses across the country. About 82
percent of those deaths involve alcohol.
“Hazing is an awfiil thing. Hazing oth
er members with alcohol or with things to
hurt or embarrass them is a problem and
is just cruel,” sriid junior Kendall Clark, a
brother of Omega Phi Kappa Fraternity.
“We can be proactive by educating mem
bers of student groups on how to welcome
their new members in a safe and positive way,
and teach them to identify hazing practices
and how to intervene if they see hazing-re
lated behaviors taking place,” said Arena.
Fraternity and sorority members are out
to make sure hazing becomes a thing of the
past. Near Outtakes, a poster board is dis
played filled with the signatures of Greek life
members pledging to put an end to hazing.
Greek Life is also sponsoring an event
where a guest speaker will come and talk
about hazing prevention on October 4.

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY GREEK UFE OFFICAL INSTAGRAM PAGE

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY GREEK UFE CAME TOGETHER FOR NATIONAL HAZING PREVENTION
WEEK.

Catholic Studies Professors
Publish Books

m

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY OFFICAL WEBSITE

THREE SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS HAVE RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOKS IN
SUBJECT OF THE CATHOLIC INTELLECTUAL TRADITION.

BY VICTORIA MESCALL

Co-News Editor
Three professors fi-om Sacred Heart’s
department of Catholic Studies have re
cently published books in the discipline
of the Catholic Intellectual Tradition.
The Catholic Intellectual Tradition is a
2,000-year-old examination by theolo
gians, philosophers, writers, artists and
others seeking answers about God, hu
manity, society and nature. Sacred Heeirt
students are required to take two seminar
classes in the disciple prior to graduation.
“The Catholic Intellectual Tradition is
at the core of our mission statement at
Sacred Heart,” said Dr. Michelle Loris,
Associate Dean of the College ofArts
and Sciences and chair of the Depart
ment of Catholic Studies. “We have built
our foundation around it.”
Professor Brent Little’s book. Revela
tion & Convergence: Flannery O’Cormor
and the Catholic Intellectual Tradition, is
currently available on Amazon.
“Revelation & Convergence brings
together professors of literature, the
ology, and history to help both critics
and readers better understand Flannery
O’Connor’s religious imagination,” reads
the description of the text.
Many CIT instructors assign O’Con
nor’s works in their seminars, said Little,
because of her stories’ creative engage
ment with Catholic themes such as
faith, grace, sin and redemption, which
represent the interdisciplinary nature of
the CIT.
Revelation & Convergence provides a
critical examination that is often missing
fi^m contemporary criticism, represent
ing O’Connor’s ongoing conversation
with her Catholic theological and literary
heritage, and provides a glimpse into
the rich Catholic texture of her life and
work.
Little produced the text with theolo
gian Mark Bosco, formerly of Loyola
University in Chicago, who now serves
as Georgetown University’s Vice Presi

dent for Mission and Ministry.
“I had Professor Little for honors CIT
201 and I loved his class,” said junior
nursing major Amanda Miller. “Professor
Little made the Catholic Intellectual Tra
dition engaging, interesting, and thought
provoking.”
Professor Jennifer Reek recently
penned her novel, A Poetics of Church:
Readings and Writing Sacred Spaces of
Poetic Dwelling.
Amazon describes Reek’s text as
imaginative intellectual and spiritual
journey away fix)m an institutional model
of Church into more radical, ambiguous
‘sacred’ spaces of text.”
Reek explained that her text relates
to the Catholic Intellectual Tradition
through its interdisciplinary nature, its
method of research by “conversation,”
and its concern with the Church.
Profesor Daniel Rober’s book began as
part of his dissertation at Fordham Uni
versity, and is now published and entitled
Recognizing the Gift: Toward a Renewed
Theology of Nature and Grace.
The novel is available online through
the EReader JSTOR and Fortress Press.
Rober noted that his text is inspired in
part by his studies with theologian JeanLuc Marion at the University of Chicago.
Outside of the classroom, his current
research focuses on the convergence of
Catholic theology and discourses sur
rounding the secular.
“Recognizing the Gift puts twenti
eth-century Catholic theological conver
sations on nature and grace, particularly
those of de Lubac and Rahner, into
dialogue with continental philosophy,
notably the thought of Marion and
Ricoeur,” said the Fortress Press.
“We &cilitated great class discussion
in Professor Rober’s CIT class”, said ju
nior Lindsay Rourice. “He encouraged a
judgment-fi«e environment, so my class
mates and I felt comfortable expressing
our genuine feelings and opinions about
topics relating to Catholic Studies.”

WANT TO ADVERTISE IN THE SPECTRUM?
Email us at Spectrum-Aclvertising@sacredheart.edu
or call us at 203.371.7963
Discounts available for Sacred Heart University departments and for those who place an advertisement in several issues
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When Does Summer Really End?

She Said
RYAN...

GIOVANNA...
It’s time to tuck away your tank tops
and break out your warm clothing be
cause the summer has come to an end.
The calendar might say that this 2017
summer ends on September 22nd, but
for me summer has always been defined
by the start and end of the school year.
However, as I enter my senior year
and my last true summer break comes
to a close, I can’t help but rejoice.
Summer is sweat and sunburn. It
is shorts and chaffing. And frankly, I
could do without it.
As a child, I was oblivious to the
pains of summer. It used to be a time
when I went swimming and was freed
from the agony of government-influ
enced education. As a kid, I thought
that summer was when I could eat
what I wanted to and take naps while
my mom refused to turn ofFThe Food
Network.
It was not until I reached high school
that my hormones taught me what it
was like to sweat. I very quickly turned
into the kid in gym class who would
sweat profusely while stretching, and
needless to say, summer and I no longer
got along.
So while I dread my baptism into
adulthood and post-graduate life, I am
excited to redefine my summers. With
school out of the way, the summer
months of the year now turn into a peri
od of opportunities and challenges.
In fact, I have recently been pre
paring for this upcoming reality. I’m
now ready for the transition into fall,
the greatest season and a true gift from
Mother Nature.
All around campus I have noticed
that people seem to be confused by the
weather. Students have been wearing
tank tops, shorts and even flip flops.

It’s a late August afternoon. The
of summer. It’s the one place where I feel
lifeguards are now off duty, the sun is
no stress whatsoever because everyone
, just about to begin its descent, and I’m
else is in their own zone of relaxation and
slipping my arms through the straps of a
enjoyment. Nobody wants to be bothered.
chair as I put it on my back. I look around Although summer is the longest season, it
the sand and pick up my other belongings. truly goes by fast.
I turn my back and walk away from the
I also realize how fast college goes.
ocean, and I make sure it’s the slowest
Freshman and sophomore year have come
walk I can take. I know that I’m leaving
and gone in the blink of an eye. It’s crazy
the shore to go back home and prepare
that I’m in my junior year already, though
for my trip back to school. I pause at the
I am lucky'that I still have two more years
top of the dunes to soak up the beach for
and I can enjoy summer vacation.
the last time. For me, this is the end of
Although I work in the summer, it’s
summer. It’s time for the familiarity of the fun for the most part and I get to do many
school year that consists of textbooks and activities as well. But as I get older, the
essay papers yet again.
days of future summers seem uncertain.
The beach has always been one of my
As I graduate from Sacred Heart and
favorite places to go to. Each August, my decide on a career in the coming years, it
family and I travel down to Long Beach
might be difficult to truly enjoy summer
Island, N.J. to enjoy the last few weeks of to the fullest. With that said, I am really
summer vacation before we all go back to going to enjoy being in college these next
school and work. It’s our last hurrah to
two years. But after I leave the beach for
gether and it has never gotten old for me.
the last time before I begin my senior
A part of me lives in Long Beach Island
year, I don’t know if I’ll be able to have
and my experiences there have influenced the “vacation” part of summer anymore.
my personality. The beach is where I’ve
I want to go into sports journalism after I
treasured mosLof mv summer memories.
graduate from college, and 1 know that it
To me, the summer is ^aDouf ireedom.
Will be a big commitmem in terms ot tne
When I’m on the beach, I experience
workload. But I still hope that I can find
freedom to the fullest.
some summer time here and there.
Although I am not totally isolated in
These reasons are why it’s so hard for
terms of people around me on the beach,
me to bid farewell to the shore until next
I feel isolated inside of my head dreading year. It’s also why I believe summer ends
my inevitable return to college. The sound once I leave flie beach for the last time.
of the ocean water and the feeling of the
I don’t feel the sense of freedom that.
sun’s heat give me moments of clarity.; ’ ^ 'thqbpachjroMde? in^y other place. ^
When I stare out into the ocean, I am able am not able to- dlear my jnlnd and thii^'
to envision anything that I set my mind
effortlessly. For me, the beach is a source
to. I can draw any picture I want on the
of escapism from the world’s problems.
surface of the water with my imagination. The sights and sounds it makes put me
The sight of the ocean itself gives me
in a good state of mind. I can enjoy the
a rush of calmness, and the beach as a
“natural” world for once. The sand, the
whole gives me the sense of adventure.
ocean and even the seagulls all bring a’.
This combination is why I believe that the smile to me.
•'’
beach is the quintessential representation

I understand they may simply be re
sponding to the weather forecast, but I
still stick to my religion: wearing long
pants and sweaters—^the uniform of my
beliefs—is an outward representaion of
summer coming to an end.
I can see why you might think that
my logic is blurred, but I consider
myself a peaeeful protestor. Even if
global warming sometimes challenges
my ideology, I still stand tall with my
flannels and hot coco.
Don’t get me wrong! I still respect
my pal Ryan’s love for summer, but
only in regards to the beach. I like to
think I’m a beach person, but I would
much rather be cuddled in a blanket by
the fire any day.
For me, the beach is not defined by
bathing suits and sandy feet. In fact,
I think that the fall would actually be
a more appropriate time to enjoy the
beach. There are less crowds, less sweat
and more peace. I can understand how
Ryan finds clarity in the atmosphere of
the beach. It has a way of making me
feel like I have nothing in the world to
worry about. Yet, I would rather visit
the beach after the summer’s end—and
more importantly, without the sweat.
Aside from unemployment, my
post-graduation plan is to remove sum
mer from my seasonal life. Okay, may
be that’s a little harsh. If I can somehow
land a deal with Mother Nature to make
a heat limit of 65 degrees, then maybe
I would be okay with summer ending
on September 22nd. But for now, you
can find me in my winter coat and snow
boots, wandering around campus on
these abnormally-hot fall days.

POET'S CORNER
the chair
by Graduate student Gordon Hill

What he sees is the younger him crying inside.
The worst part about it, is he’s OK with it.

He’s the first one into the office everyday, yet
he has no reason to be early. But he goes in
early anyway because the 30 minutes of com
plete silence is peaceful to him.
,

He didn’t want the highhght of his day to be
his lunch break, but yet it is. He didn’t plan
this, it just happen. I guess he just got caught
up in life. He doesn’t want to talk to Tom at the
water cooler everyday about fantasy football
and politics. He doesn’t even like Tom.
When people have birthdays in the office, he
smiles and claps but doesn’t know why. He
honestly does it just to meike sure he gets a
piece of cake.
Stacy and Adam seem to be closest to him in
the office but even they don’t know who he is.

He goes in optimistic as if today will be differ
ent then the last ten years. He has a love/hate
relationship with his chair. He loves it because
its comfortable and he can spin around in it.
He hates it because everyday he sees it, he
knows he gave up on himself and his dreams.
At times he stares at a blank computer screen
just so he can see his refiection in the glass.
EMAIL US
spectrum@sacredheart.edu

You’d think when 5:00pm rolled around he’d •
be happy to leave but he’s not. If an3d;hing he’s
even more upset because he knows tomorrow
morning he’ll be right back in that chair.
As he sits in traffic, he sees all the others. He ."
once wasn’t like them, but now he can’t teU "I ;
the difference. I guess after aU these years it
becomes a blur.
Every so often his favorite NIX team plays^on,
Monday Night Football and they give him' ft .
sense of hope for a couple hours.
*' J *;
But...

*

At the end of the day, he knows he’s coming
back to that chair.
CALLUS
203-371-7963

VISIT US
www.shuspectrum.com
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Apple Set to Release New iPhones
BY LIANNA GRILLO

StaffReporter

MARK LENNIHAN/AP PHOTO

THE IPHONE 8 NOW FEATURES WIRELESS CHARGING.

This Fall, Apple is slated to expand on its iPhone leg
acy with new additions.
From the iPhones 3G-7 Plus, features like Touch ID
scanning to unlock the phone, sending messages with
effects, a 12 megapixel camera and more have made the
smartphone lines a revolutionary commercial success.
Now, the Apple presents the iPhone 8 and iPhone X.
Coming in two sizes, the iPhone 8 is made to be wa
terproof and dust resistant with wireless charging and
advanced security at the user’s fingertips. Users will
also be able to send and receive money via text mes
sage.
According to Apple, the iPhone X, an even more ad
vanced model, will feature a super retina display with
a 5.8-inch screen. Face ID recognition, a feature called
‘Animoji’ that lets users animate emoji characters with
voice and facial recognition, and much more.
However, some Sacred Heart students are having
mixed emotions about these new iPhone models.
ifaB.TJglvis aod Ureally like it becausB-o£.its >

With the new iPhones, your face is now your phone
password. Face recognition can be used to pay others,
and a sensor will adapt to users’ physical changes in
appearance over time, like growing or shaving a beard
or even wearing sunglasses.
“That’s kind of creepy. Technology is getting insane,”
says McDonald. “But the wireless charging is kind of
cool since I always forget my charger, and I wouldn’t
have to bring it anywhere anymore.”
According to Apple, the Face ID is supported by the
‘TrueDepth’ camera and analyzes more than 30,000 in
visible dots to generate a defined figure of your face.
You can also produce selfies with clear faces and
blurred backgrounds.
“That’s definitely new compared to every other phone,
but I do find it weird. It could cause many problems,”
said senior Chris DeCicco. “Imagine you’re sleeping
and someone just scans your face and can access your
entire phone. Definitely weird.”
The cost of these new iPhones is playing a big part in
some students’ motivation towards purchasing the de
vices. The iPhone 8 is starting at $699 and the iPhone
X at $999.
“That’s absurd and I would never buy it for that
price,” said McDonald. “I would wait until it gets old
and then buy it for cheaper.”
For some college students who feel that their budget
is already bad enough, they believe the new iPhone is
probably not worth the price.
“I 100% think this iPhone is too costly,” said DeCic
co. “Most people are not going to be able to afford it.”
Apple comes out with new products every year and
is always coming out with new ways to get consumers
excited about them.
“They should just stick with one new iPhone every
few years,” said DeCicco.

Male Rompers Take On the Fashion World
BY DOMINICK DANIELE

This past summer, as a response
to the popular female clothing trend,
the male romper was added to the ar
senal of new fashion trends for men.
A romper is a shirt and shorts
connected by a seam. The clothing
wears as a one piece with a loose fit.
The concept of a male version of
the romper is new to Sacred Heart
senior Haimah Neary.
“I have heard of them before and
I have never seen a guy wear one in
public before,” said Neary. “But I
guess fashion is changing, right?”
The rompers come in all types of
colors and patterns. Some have a
basic look like the original ‘RompHim’ brand, which comes in one
solid color. Others have colorful
looks that include splatter paint and
pineapple prints.
“I first saw them on social media
on meme pages,” said junior Jimmy
Siclari. “I honestly just thought it
was a joke at first. I couldn’t imag
ine seeing a dude confidently walk
ing around campus like that.”
The creators of RompHim, the
original men’s romper, have not
even graduated college yet. They
launched a project on the crowd
funding website Kickstarter to raise
money for creating the one-piece.
RompHim caught a lot of atten
tion and raised more than $136,000
in just two days, which was 13 times
the $10,000 goal that the company
was trying to reach, according to

CNN.
“I believe the male romper was in
vented as a joke rather than a serious
attempt to change the social norms
of men’s fashion,” says junior Ryan
Sledzik.
Even fashion academics are
weighing in on the trend.
“I think it’s outrageous,” said
Mark-Evan Blackman, an assistant
professor of Menswear Design at the
Fashion Institute of Technology in
New York, in a comment to the Los
Angeles Times. “Who wants to see a
grown man dressed like a toddler?”
According to RompHim’s web
site, among the most popular of the
one-pieces is the Asos Slim Short
Jumpsuit, which i^ one of the cheap
est of the rompers starting at $64.
One of the more expensive romp
ers is the Thom Browne Daisy Flo
ral Intarsia Singlet, which goes for
about $3,200.
Sacred Heart junior Sean Ward
finds the $3,200 RompHim to be too
pricey.
“I’m speechless,” said Ward. “It
looks terrible and doesn’t even look
comfortable. Why do they cost so
much? They should cost like 8 dol
lars.”
Although social media enjoyed
the increased views when the news
of male rompers broke out, the style
is hardly new. Sean Connery sported
a light blue romper when he played
James Bond in the 1964 film “Goldfinger.”
Even so, Neary doesn’t see a
bright future for the romper fad.

Continued

Baggage Claim
by senior Nina Miglio

She walked into my life with
many suitcases of misery and
helplessness
“Let me help you” Td say,
“Lets see how I can help andfix
this” rd say
But then I’d remember that I had
suitcases left in my closet
Ones I haven’t dared to open in
years
We were drawn to each other
But the closer we got, the more
suitcases blocked us
Taller
and taller

camera quality. I think I am just going to stick with
it, but maybe I’ll upgrade to the iPhone 8 in the near
future,” said junior Ali McDonald. “The edge-to-edge
screen on the iPhone X scares me. It seems dangerous.”

StaffReporter

POET'S CORNER

“It isn’t the best of looks,” said
Neary. “I think it is kind of flashy. It
also looks like a baby’s outfit, which
makes the person wearing it look
pretty childish.”

,

.

At the end of the night, we were
both standing there not knowing
how to “pack lightly”

The Little Guys

by Graduate student Connor J Rog
Yesterday, I squashed a fly
And it made me think about the httle
guys
The ants that work together
The bees in summer weather
And I Attained the Strangest Feeling
of Sorrow
About all the problems of today and
tomorrow
Bombs dropping and people dying
And knowing there’s someone out
there crying
Why can’t we all just be as one?
And coexist without a gun?
Life is such a special thing
So let’s be nice to the little things
And stop this fighting about your
opinion
Or starting wars because of religion
Love your neighbor like thyself
Someone will always need your help
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As a senior nearing the end of my
time at Sacred Heart, high school feels
like it happened a lifetime ago. But the
friendships I’ve made over the past eight
years in both of these places are some of
the most cherished things in my life.
I’m from Delaware. Coming to Sacred
Heart—a college five hom^ away fixim
home—was definitely nerve racking, but
what never made me think twice about
the distance was my core group of fiiends
fix)m high school. My closest fiiends were
dedicated to keeping in touch and making
the distance between us seem so little. We
wanted to keep our relationships strong,
and I found comfort in that while I was
away.
Some of my fiiends entered my life
as early as elementary school near the
begiiming of my education. Over the
years, through the comings and goings of
fiiends up until the end of high school, we
all developed as people. The experiences
we shared together helped shape us into
who we are today, and formed the genuine
love we have for one another no matter
the circumstances or physical distance
separating us.
I can’t pretend that I was never homesick

is really comforting. That might not sound
normal, but knowing that I had something
in my life worth missing brought peace to
my mind.
But I can’t just write about hometown
friends without mentioning the girls
who have been by my side since the
begiiming. We call ourselves S.S.S.L.A.S.H
(pronounced “slash”). I’ll admit that it’s not
a very original name because it really just
combines our first initials, but we own it.
Even if I am sometimes terrible at replying
to our constantly-updated group chat, I
have faith that they know I am always with
them in spirit even if we don’t talk every
day.
Before college, it was so easy to take my
cherished fiiendships for granted because
of the ample opportunities my fiiends and
I had to see each other. I am still learning
that high school and college don’t revolve
around academics, but rather around the
fiiendships that end up becoming more
than just someone you recognize in the
hallway.
As a freshman, I was scared that I would
never make the same kind of fiiends that I
had back home. I didn’t want to feel like I
was searching for theiiLreplacement, even if

as a freshman, but looking back on the

the idea of replacing my hometown friends

times when I missed my fiiends and family

was impossible.

When I was a fireshman, I wish someone
had told me that I shouldn’t have an agenda
for the fiiends I thought I needed. The best
fiiends I have made in college have not
sprouted from random conversations in the
dining hall, or because we sat next to each
other in a class.
My best fiiends are people who walked
into my life by chance. One lived in the
room across the hall in Merton, and another
was a stranger invited into our room one
night by my outgoing fieshman roonunate
while this innocent girl was trying to brush
her teeth in the bathroom.
The fact of the matter is, making fiiends
isn’t something that I had much experience
with. My hometown fiiend group was well
established by the time we reached high
school, and I never had to look far in the
hallways to find one of my best fiiends or
at least a familiar face. Over the past three
years and through my college experiences,
however, I feel like I’ve returned to that
same environment again.
Both my hometown and college fiiends
have helped me grow as a person, and for
that I will be forever grateful.
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Yo summer. I’m really happy for you,
I’lnma let you finish, but fall is the best
season of all time.
If you’re a loyal Spectrum fan and read
every section, get ready for some ddja vu.
I’ve got a bone to pick with siunmer and I
refuse to stay silent any longer.
Sacred Heart just had Fall Fest, leaves
are starting to change colors down the
Merritt Parkway, sorority girls are pumpkin
picking, and pumpkin spice-flavored
everything is everywhere.
So let me know why it has been 90
degrees outside and I’m sweating more
than the,Atlanta Falcons when they blew a
28-3 lead over the New England Patriots.
For those of you who don’t already
know, Friday, Sept. 22 was the Autumn
Equinox of 2017—a.k.a. Harvest Home,
a.k.a. Mabon, a.k.a. the Feast of the
Ingathering, a.k.a. Alban-Elfed, a.k.a the
first day of fall and what should have been
the end of the summer.
I should be whipping out my flannels
and getting seriously spooky for October,
yet here I am figuring out how to get my
landlord to add a pool to the lease.
Don’t get me wrong—^I appreciate a nice.

hot summer day full of trips to the beach,
boat rides and vacations. Summer’s cool!
But when it’s time for fall to hit and my
electric bill is still through the roof from
the constant need for my air conditioner,
it’s time for sununer to kick it right on out
ofhere.
I mean, really ... are 93 days, 15 hours,
and 38 minutes not long enough? At this
rate I’m not sure what will come first: fall
weather or more parking spots on campus.
I peak during the &11. I’m like Dwight
Schrute with the pumpkin on his head: fall
as heck. From start to end, I thrive off of
the crisp air, oversized sweaters, and scary
movie marathons.
Don’t even get me started on Halloween,
because that’s a whole other article in itself.
But right when I think the temperature is
starting to drop, the nasty humidity comes
creeping back in. How can I flourish when
I am suffering from seasonal whiplash?
No one likes when things linger longer
than they should. Summer weather during
the fall season is like a cold that won’t go
away or a class lecture that’ll never end.
You know when you have fiiends over,
it’s getting late and you’re ready for bed.

but there’s that one guy who’s having
too great of a time to leave? Summer is
definitely that guy.
There’s an underlying lesson we can all
take away from this: there comes a point
when it’s time to move on. Don’t be “that
guy.” Whether you’re constantly thinking
about your ex, something you wanted but
didn’t get, or the money you probably
shouldn’t have spent on pizza after a night
out, just get over it.
Moving on opens the door to bigger and
better things.
In conclusion, there’s only room for one
season at a time—and summer’s time is up.
As boy band sensation NSYNC would say:
“bye bye bye.”

The editorial page is an open forum. Editorials are the opinions of the indiindual editors and do not represent the opinions of the whole editorial
board. Letters to the editor are encouraged and are due by Sunday at noon for consideration for each Wednesday’s issue. All submissions are
subject to editing for spelling, punctuation, and length.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 400 words and should be e-mailed to spectrum@sacredheart.edu. The Spectrum does not assume copy
rightfor any published material. We are not responsiblefor the opinions ofthe writers voiced in thisforum.
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TeU Us Your Story:
Trent Thompson
BY NICOLE D’ANDREA

Staff Writer
Trent Thompson, a senior himself, but in order to help being a Resident Success
Assistant (RSA).
inform others.
at Sacred Heart University,
“This is actually my third
When he found out about
fix>m Kailua, Hawaii, has
year at Roncalli Hall,” said
had a year with many highs his diagnosis he had to go
Thompson. “Res Life has
back to Hawaii in order
and lows.
been great. It is something
to receive treatment. He
Thompson is currently
clearly remembers when his I wanted to do to stay on
in remission fix)m Hod
campus and be involved,
gkin’s Lymphoma, a type of dad came to pick him up to
and I did not expect to
pack up his things.
cancer.
make so many fiiends
“College life and living
Although, the idea of
through it. Some of these
at Sacred Heart versus
being diagnosed with can
people are now my best
living in Hawaii are two
cer may seem completely
negative, he claims that this different atmospheres,” said fiiends.”
When Thompson learned
Thompson.
past year has actually had
Thompson’s fiiends end that he had to leave school,
positive effects on his life.
his fellow Res Life mem
ed up playing an important
His Journey has been
bers were supportive and
role in his life and in his
an enlightening learning
recovery. Being far away
helped him move out
experience for him and it
When he was ready to
in distance from his closest
has been something that
come back, they were here
fiiends was starting to take
has helped to change his
for him, waiting with open
a toll on him mentally.
perspective on even the
WINGS OVER FAIRFIELD OFFICAL FACEBOOK PAGE
The
mental
strains
of
his
arms.
He felt as though his
simplest things.
WINGS OVER FAIRFIELD HAS OPENED A LOCATION ON BUCK ROCK TURNPIKE IN FAIRFIELD.
Job
was
waiting for him and
Journey
have
had
far
more
“JCnowing about cancer
he
was
ready
to go back
effect
than
the
physical
treatments and all of these
and
be
involved
the way
have.
health things, when we
“The fear of missing out
that he was before, to final
are young we do not think
is real. Being removed fix)m ly be back with some of his
about this kind of stuff, un
closest fiiends.
college for eight months
less we are forced to,” said
Through it all, Thompson
including the summer was
Thompson. “Something
psychologically difficult for sees this experience as very
as simple as having white
influential on his current
me,” said Thompson.
blood cells, and not having
BY CHRISTINA DIMAURO
outlook on life.
to wear a mask are things
However, when he re
■^Features Editor
>•••■ ^
we take for granted.”
turned to Sacred Heart this
“I definitely have a new
Learning about what
:* Wings Over Fairfield,
fall, it was evident that his
outlook on life and it is
There is a lot offered on
were there. Everyone else
a popular chicken wing
he was going through was
very clear to me how short
the menu but I found that
coming through the door
life here did not stop when
franchise recently opened in ordering a combo pack
must have ordered online or something that Thomp
he left.
and how unpredictable life
Fairfield, Connecticut, this
would be the best deal for
A major positive in the
can be,” said Thompson.
over the phone because they son was interested in, not
August.
the amount of food I was
were coming to pick-up and only to be able to inform
past year for Thompson is
The fast-food chain is
going to get.
then leaving.
located on Black Rock
Wings Over Fairfield
After about a 10-minute
Turnpike and they provide
prices their boneless wings
wait the worker that took
eat-in, takeout and delivery.
by weight and not by each
our order brought our three
separate piece, so a DC-3 is
If the name doesn’t speak
meals. The wings and fiies
for itself, the restaurant spe a half-pound of wings, and
were already in to-go boxes,
cializes in chicken wings.
the largest. The Zeppelin, is
but we were going to eat at
Wings Over Fairfield
6 pounds of wings.
the restaurant.
boasts 23 different flavors of
I also was surprised by
It was a messy dinner,
sauces, including 5 different the variety offered on the
but it was delicious. The
types of buffalo sauces.
menu. Aside from chicken
boneless wings were full of
The place isn’t very
wings they also offer ribs,
flavor and I really liked the
big and reminds me of a
sandwiches and salads.
Honey Bar-B-Que sauce.
Chinese takeout place, but
They also offer an assort
I got to try a piece of the
still offers tables for sitting.
ment of milkshake flavors.
Garlic Parmesan as well and
Pictures of chicken wings
I ended up ordering the
those had a good quality
are also hung on the walls,
Hang Glider, which is an
taste. However, I don’t
completing the chick
order of DC-3 wings, regu
really care for buffalo, so
en-wing atmosphere.
lar French fnes and a can of I didn’t try “Jet Fuel,” but
My fiiends and I ended
soda, and it only cost $9.99.
it smelled hot. My fiiend
up going on a Tuesday
My fiiends and I all
really enjoyed them.
night and it wasn’t very
ended up getting different
I ended up leaving with
busy. None of us had been
flavors so we could try each
some food leftover. The
there before so we ended up other’s. I went with Honey
combo meal was the best
talking to the workers to see Bar-B-Que, and my fiiends
idea for the amount of hun
what flavors and wings they
got Garlic Parmesan and
ger I had.
recommended for us.
“Jet Fuel.” “Jet Fuel” is a
Overall, I would recom
The staff was very nice
number four on the buffalo
mend these wings to anyone
and had a lot of things to
style sauces, there is only
in the area. My fiiends and
say about the wings and all
one sauce hotter than that
I enjoyed our entire experi
the different flavors. They
one, “Afterburner”.
ence. We already agreed we
were more than willing to
After we ordered, my
are going to go back and try
answer any of our questions
fiiends and I sat down at
different sauces next time,
and let us test out any of
one of the tables. We were
maybe next time we’ll have
the flavored sauces before
the only ones who were sit
them delivered.
MEGHAN RICE/SPECTRUM
SENIOR TRENT THOMPSON IS CURRENTLY IN REMISSION FROM HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA
ordering.
ting down the entire time we

Food Review:
Wings Over Fairfield
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SCMA Study Abroad in Dingle
“My parents were saying to
take
the opportunity to go and
Staff Writer
do it and I haven’t regretted it.
The
School
of It was the best experience.”
Communication and Media
The program gave students
Arts (SCMA) is once again the opportunity to travel to
offering a program in Dingle, places in Europe, such as
Ireland for the spring semester. London, England and Galway,
Dingle is a small, coastal Ireland.
town that features many pubs,
“There are also other
resturants, an aquarium and opportunities to travel on your
beautiful green landcapes that own. For example, during
Sacred Heart students have spring break you could do
the oppertunity to immerse your own thing,” said junior
themselves in for either two Eric Torrens.
weeks or a full semester.
Any student in the SCMA
The program offers students can apply to go on the semester
the opportunity to build their abroad and can be involved in
portfolios with hands on everything that the program
experience while still being has to offer.
able to complete their major
“They can take courses like
course requirements.
coastal ecology, which is a
“We did internships and we very hands on course where
did side promotional videos you can explore the marine
for London and Galway. And environment, and there are
we had an internship with the a variety of other options for
Dingle Brewery which was courses that people can take
a massive project for them. while they’re there,” said
We had the opportunity to Ross.
interview the guy who owns
Along
with
courses,
the brewery and the brew studying abroad in Dingle
master,” said senior Ian Baron. gives students the opportunity
Dr. Sara Ross is the head to meet an array of people.
of the Dingle study abroad
“Even though I went with
program for the SCMA.
very few close friends, I was
The first time students went able to make friends with the
with the SCMA to Dingle was people in my house and the
townspeople are the friendliest
spring 2017.
“I didn’t have any close people you will ever meet,”
friends going on the trip, but said DeAngelis.
While abroad forthe semester
it was pretty much my last
chance to actually go so I three communications courses
thought why not just do it,” will be offered, along with a
said senior Illaria DeAngelis. credit internship.
BY DIANA LENTO

“Almost all of the courses
that are offered in Dingle
are designed to have the
hands on element so you can
really interact with people
and what you’re learning
about,” said Ross. “The cost
of going abroad is basically
the equivalent of staying on
campus for a semester, the
tuition is the same, the room
and board, there is nothing
stopping you.^’
If students are not interested
in studying abroad for the
entire semester there is also an
opportunity to go abroad for
two weeks.
“It was an excuse for my
parents to finally go to Ireland
and it turned into one of
the best family vacations it
allowed us to experience a
new culture together,” said
senior Caroline Welch. “I am
glad I went even though it was
only for two weeks because
it allowed me to explore
something completely new.
If you have the chance don’t
worry about missing out on
things at home, because you’re
experiencing so much more
somewhere new.”
If students are interested in
studying abroad during the
winter session or the spring
semester, the applications are
due on October 1st.
“Go if you can go, because
you will not regret it. This
is the time, do it before
you graduate college,” said
DeAngelis.
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Hispanic Heritage Month Begins at Sacred Heart
BY HENRY INDICTOR

StaffEditor
La Hispanidad, the Spanish
and Latino heritage club at
Sacred Heart University has
planned events to celebrate
Hispanic Heritage Month
between Sept. 15 and Oct. 15.
La Hispanidad is one of
Sacred Heart’s oldest clubs
that celebrates diversity. For
years they have taken pride in
celebrating their culture.
“Sacred Heart is a place
good place that is open for
diversity. And by doing these
events and promoting this
month, we want to show
people that there are a lot
of positive things about our
culture,” said Senior Manuela
Contreras, the Co-President
of La Hispanidad.
The club’s first meeting was
Thursday Sept. 14. The club
usually meets at 8 p.m.. in
University Commons.
The first meeting of the
year included food, drinks,
and salsa dancing lessons
taught by Contreras as well as
sophomore and Co-President
Dafine Franco.
Before Franco came
to Sacred Heart, she was
previously the leader of

her High School’s Spanish
Club. She has been very
enthusiastic about her
background and has been
interested in her culture since
she was very young.
“My mom was bom in
Pern and my dad was bom in
Colombia. My mom is also
a Spanish teacher so that
inspired me to learn more
about my background,” said
Franco.
The club has events
planned that will bring
recognition to Hispanic
Heritage Month.
For example, they have
scheduled a viewing party
in Bergoglio Hall’s gaming
room to watch a soccer match
for the FIFA World Cup
Qualifiers. This event is open
to all Sacred Heart students,
even if they are not involved
in La Hispanidad.
Contreras is enthusiastic
about Latino heritage and she
is trying to bring awareness
to all the positives about
different cultures.
“I was bom in Columbia.
Because I am an immigrant,
I am affected when I see the
picture that the media paints
of us,” said Contreras. “I want
to show people that there are
a lot of positive things that

have come from people of
Latino Heritage. Sacred Heart
is a great school to celebrate
my diverse background and I
hope that with our events we
can send a message that there
are so much to celebrate.”
La Hispanidad will
continue to host events
throughout the month of
September and October.
These events are free and
open to all Sacred Heart
students who may be
interested.
La Hispanidad will be in
the hallway outside of 63’s on
Sept. 28 from 10:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. selling bracelets from
Latin American countries to
raise money for free trade and
Hispanic Heritage Month.
All proceeds will be
donated to the La Pulseas
Project, an organization that
connects artists and students
in over one thousand Central
American Schools.
“Having Hispanic Heritage
Month is important to me
because it is a great time
to share the good things
about my culture that I am
so passionate about,” said
Franco.

Sacred Heart University Students & Faculty
10% Discount with I.D.
St. Vincent’s Medical Center Staff
10% Discount with LD.

4414 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT
Opposite Brookside Shopping Center
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The Theatre Arts Program Brings
Shakespeare to the little Theatre Stage
twist to tell the story,” said senior cast member Patrick Robinson. “I believe that Shake
speare will be easier to imderstand when it is up close and personal and hopefiilly it will
be a fun experience for the audience.”
Since the show is foil of comedy, slapstick and mistaken identity, cast and crew mem
bers said the audience should expect to laugh throughout the course of the play.
“The audience should expect a lot of laughter and a surprising, stylistic twist on a nor
mally classic Shakespeare show,” said sophomore cast member Grace Falvey.
For some members of the cast, extra focus and research of Shakespeare’s style were
necessary for the development of their characters.
“One of the biggest challenges I faced was learning Shakespeare. It’s a different world.
How they talk, act, dress—it’s all new to me,” said Musitano. “This is my first play with
SHU, so it’s been a little tough getting my character right.”
This is the first Shakespeare production that the Theatre Arts Program has put up in the
Little Theatre. With 15 cast members involved, the cast and crew had to figure out how to
make the smaller space work.
“I think performing with such a big cast in the Little Theatre is a challenge. There are
a couple of scenes where everyone is on stage at the same time, so maneuvering during
those scenes can be tough,” said Falvey. “However, I think it’s a great place to perform
this kind of Shakespeare show. With the intimate setting, the audience is able to draw into
the story quickly and feel like they are a part of the action in Syracuse.”
As the rehearsal process comes to a close, the cast and crew found their “Comedy of
Errors” experience to be one they’d never forget.
“I love working with everyone on this cast, from the crew to the actors. Everyone con
nects and we have a great time,” said Musitano. “The experience has been amazing.”
“Comedy of Errors” opens on Thursday, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre. Ad
ditional performances will be held Sept. 29 through Oct. 1 and Oct. 12 through Oct. 15.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday night showings begin at 8 p.m. and Simday matinees are at
3 p.m.

BYARIANACOLASUONNO

StaffReporter

»

Sacred Heart University’s Theatre Arts Program will be bringing William Shakespeare’s
“Comedy of Errors” to the Little Theatre stage starting on Thursday, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m.
Directed by John Flaherty, “Comedy of Errors” is about a family who has been sepa
rated for 25 years, and a merchant’s son who is on a quest to find his long lost twin. By
a twist of fate, the two brothers end up in the same town and are constantly mistaken for
\5hler—wMc'hTffA^efb' the title “Ccmedy'of Errors” comes
“Our director is hilarious, the way he connects Shakespeare to the real world has us
in stitches,” said junior cast member Steve Musitano. “He has a way about him that just
flows and makes it easy to understand.”
By the end of the show, the characters realizes how everything was a big misunderstandiiig and it all ties together.
“What I like most about the show is the message behind it: your family will do anything
for you,” said junior cast member and assistant producer of the production Kevin Carlson.
Similar to how Flaherty’s production of “The Tempest” was set in the 1920s, this pro
duction of “Comedy of Errors” will also have a modem take on the story.
“What I like most is the fact that it is set in the 1990s and we are using a more modem

ARIANA COUSUONNO/SPECTRUM

“COMEDY OF ERRORS” OPENS IN THE LIHLE THEATER ON THURSDAY, SEPT. 28.
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“American Vandal”
Netflix’s Latest Mocumentary
thing trying to be fuimy,”
said Cummings. “The
StaffReporter
structure of how the show
was filmed mirrors that of
Netflix always has a
an actual criine documen
variety of comedy shows
tary, the content is the only
and true crime documen
thing that differs.”
taries in their library.
More of the students
What if fans didn’t want to
who have watched the
choose between one or the
show were not easily
other? The answer comes
amused by it, especially
in the form of the new
at first. All seemed to
original series “American
appreciate how well it was
Vandal,” which premiered
shot and felt: like an actual
for streaming on Sept. 15,
documentary and most
2017.
would’ve preferred to just
“American Vandal” is
watch something like that
filmed as a ‘mockumeninstead.
tary’ or fake documentary
SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY BAND OFFICAL FACEBOOK PAGE
“It looked really good,
WINTER GUARD PUCED SEVENTH IN THE INDEPENDENT A CLASS AT WORLDS LAST YEAR.
with a comical spin, some
directing wise; the show
thing Netflix has never
just looks like you’re
done before.
watching something real,
“There’s too much bad
but the jokes and the crime
and stupid comedy out
itself, weren’t anything
there, with cheesy jokes
special, “said jimior Nico
and/or boring references
las Valentin. “I mean it was
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Men’s Volleyball Earns AVCA Mike Morrison Named
Team Academic Honor Roll
Director of Athletic
BY MELANIE DASILVA

Development

Staff Writer
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Walker is adding around
seven members to the team
for the 2017-2018 season,
including both fi-eshmen
and transfers. While going
through the recruitment
process. Walker lets them
know how important it is to
excel in the classroom. He
also looks at how hard his
future players work in high
school because he knows
MIKE MORRISON HAS BEEN NAMED THE NEW DIRECTOR OF ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT.
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THIS IS THE SECOND YEAR IN A ROW THAT THE MEN’S VOLLEYBALL TEAM HAS RECIEVED RECOG
NITION FOR THEIR STUDIES.
ing
growth,”
said
Hurlbut,
to run the spectrum in terms

The Sacred Heart men’s
volleyball team was named
to the American Volley
ball Coaches Association
(AVCA) Honor Roll for the
->2016-2017 school year.
This was also the second
consecutive year that the
Pioneers received recogni
tion for their dedication to
their studies.
The AVCA Team Aca
demic Award is given out
.yearly to volleyball teams
that maintain a 3.30 GPA as
a collective team.
“The second year we got
it, to me, wasn’t so much of
a surprise,” said head coach
Gregory Walker. “We moni
tor their academics pretty
well so we knew we were
"on track to getting it.”
According to Sacred
Heart Athletic Communi
cations, the 19 players on
the roster last year together
earned a 3.465 GPA during
the entire academic year.
The Pioneers had the third .
highest GPA out of all
men’s teams during the fall
and the spring semesters.
There is a strong focus
-^emphasized by the coaches
on time management to get
both work on and off the
court for players. It shows
not only proper discipline,
but as a result it also helps
with the team’s culture.
“Greg gives us a lot of
^ time to do work outside
of volleyball,” said senior
Joshua Ayzenberg. “He
knows class comes first and

he stresses that every single
day.”
Walker makes it clear to
his players that school is
a priority that has to come
before volleyball, and that
makes them strive to excel
in the classroom.
“He’s always coming
to us, asking what can be
done do to make a situation
better. T’ll get you a tutor,
we can figure it out’,” said
senior Taylor Bloomquist.
“They are always with us
each step of the way.”
Not only did Walker help
his players perform well
in the classroom with their
grades, he also helped his
team become successful
on the court. According to
Sacred Heart Communi
cations the Sacred Heart
Men’s Volleyball team had
one of their best seasons
in history. With an overall
record of 15-11 they earned
the third seed in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Volleyball
Association (EIVA) Tour
nament.
“That discipline that they
had on the court was visible
in the classroom with how
hard they were working,
said Walker. “Especially
with us making post season,
that meant they had to do
a lot of their homework
towards the end of the se
mester, and also prepare for
finals. They had to take care
of all of that stuff before we
hit the road.”
It is a team policy of
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Field Hockey Looks Ahead to Conference Schedule
BY RYAN SANUDO

Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart University field hockey team has
wrapped up the majority of its non-conference schedule
and will begin Northeast Conference (NEC) play on
Sept. 29 at Monmouth University.
After losing three games in a row. Sacred Heart beat
Towson University 4-1 at Johnson Field, the Pioneers
home facility in New Haven. Head coach Sidney Van
Der Merwe’s approach to stopping his team’s losing
streak started with possession. Sacred Heart did not
allow one shot on goal in the first period.
“We were working for a week on our tipping and
natural comers. That was the key of the game,” said Van
Der Merwe. “Now when it comes to conference, our
veterans know how to practice, which can let the pieces
come together.”
Last year, the team failed to win a game before con
ference play. Sacred Heart already has three wins under
their belt as they prepare for their first conference game
against Monmouth. Senior midfielder Nichole Tolli is
optimistic with the difference a year has made.
“Our scoring is something that we have changed com
pared to last year,” said Tolli. “Last year we had a total
of maybe four goals. This year we’ve already doubled,
maybe tripled it. I think that’s a big positive in what
we’re improving on.”
On the other hand, the team still has to work on the
little things in order to win consistently.
“Our communication and movement on the field
needs work,” said Tolli. “I think we’ve improved way
more than last year in those departments. But I think it’s
definitely something that we can step up more.”
The 2017 team features seven freshmen: Emily
Alexis, Lucinda Cahill, Kayla-Bedel Franklin, Bridget '
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THE SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY FIELD HOCKEY TEAM IMPROVED TO 3-5 ON THE YEAR WITH A 4-1 WIN OVER VISITING TOWSON ON JOHNSON FIELD. THE LOSS DROPPED THE TIGERS TO 0-9 ON THE SEASON.

LaRiccia, Hailey Power, Alyssa Stevens and Liz Tosto.
They all come fi-om different places ranging fix)m Con
necticut, Delaware, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylva
nia and even Australia.
Junior goalie Emily Degennaro praised the ftcshman
class and their commitment to the team so far.
“They have the most intensity I’ve ever seen a class
come in with,” said Degennaro. “They have so much
fire and grit. They want to go out there. They want to
win. They want to do whatever they can to help even if
it’s on the sideline.”
The Pioneers have a busy schedule in October
ahead of them. Two key games in a row that have Sa
cred Heart eyeing for revenge are at Biyant and Rider,
opponents they lost to last yean—---------

“Rider is a very good team. They are very fast. Bryant
is good as well. In terms of matching I think our team
has improved already in terms of how our season has
already gone, said Van Der Merwe. “We just have to be
smart and play our game.”
Sacred Heart is hoping to improve in conference play,
as they went 1-15 in the conference last year. Van Der
Merwe is in his second year as head coach and can see
his team’s maturity right off the bat.
“We’re working on what we’ve improved on
throughout the season and will put that to conference
games. It’s that simple.”

Get Interviews, GET HIRED! Free Webinar
LEARN HOW TO JUMPSTART YOUR CAREER
WITH HELLMANN CAREER CONSULTING

•56% of students are unemployed six months
after they graduate!
'45% of jobs are secured through networking!

You'll learn crucial job search
techniques that will
help you beat the odds.
To sign up go to:
https://www.heUmannconsulting.coni/new-grads-get-hired-webinar/

Date: Wednesday October 4th, 2017,7-8:30pm EST

THE SACRED HEART WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL TEAM OPENED NORTHEAST CONFERENCE ACTION WITH A 3-1 (21-25,25-23,25-21,25-14) VICTORY OVER THE FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON KNIGHTS ON FRIDAY
NIGHT
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